At the Library

READ A BOOK....

Whose main character is about your age
That a friend recommends
While lying in the grass or sitting under a tree
That's about a real-life person
That is part of a series
That is non-fiction
That has been made into a film
That takes place in your favourite city
That's only pictures
With a torch under the stars
About a place you'd like to visit
That your mom or dad liked as a child
That has a cover you love
That was written this year
That you've read before and loved
About your favourite sport
That was written more than 20 years ago
In your sleeping bag
Written by your favourite author
That's an award winner
That will teach you a new skill
With someone younger than you
That has a cover you love with a favourite toy
That was written this year.
That you've read before and loved
About your favourite sport
That was written more than 20 years ago
In your sleeping bag
Written by your favourite author
That's an award winner
That will teach you a new skill
With someone younger than you
being brave